A tough commercial
robot designed for
customer interaction

Say hello to Quinn
Aimed at customer facing
applications such as receptions
and information points,
Quinn seamlessly blends
AI interactions with remote
human conversation.

Quinn can work with automated
doors, pass scanners, and is able
to connect to external systems
with flexible software. Bringing
your reception area into the 21st
century.

Quinn is designed to work in
busy locations. With a state of
the art sensor array including an
HD camera, thermal sensor for
temperature measurements,
a distance sensor to detect
nearby users and a microphone
array for clear audio in noisy
places.

Multiple Quinns allow your team
to service various locations,
anywhere in the world, from one
place.
Quinn works out of the box with
no special setup or expertise
needed.
Add Quinn to your front desk,
information point, or store to
create the ultimate high tech
customer experience.

Advanced face tracking enables
Quinn to naturally maintain eye
contact.
Simple greetings and interactions
are handled automatically, when
things get more complicated
Quinn gets human help.

Quinn Application
Reception
•Corporate Office
•Office Block
•Residential block
•Lobby
•Hospital

Exhibit
Information Point
Check-in Desk
Ticket Office
Point of Sales
Health & Social Care

Key features

Door entry system

SIP telephone
Join chat channels
Door entry system

Distance sensor
Microphone array
Thermal camera
Three Axis moving neck
High quality sound
VESA base mount

Multiple
people voice
recognition

Face recognition
detects at approx
2 metres

The Sensors can track
movement in the entire
room

Key features
Expressive face

Thermal camera

Quinn has an array of face expressions and gestures to handle
every situation

Enhanced facial detection using the latest tracking technology

36.5ºc

Key features
SIP telephone

Join chat channels

Quinn’s operator is able to receive mobile and landline phone calls

Operators are able to send and receive chat messages

Ms Shaw here
to see Mr Kent

Ms Shaw here
to see Mr Kent

Ms Shaw is at reception

I’ll buzz you in

I’ll buzz you in

I’ll buzz you in

Some of our customers

Contact Engineered Arts
Engineered Arts Limited
E1-E3 Church View Business Park
Bickland Water Road
Falmouth
Cornwall
TR11 4FZ
United Kingdom
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